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In this paper a new kind of product of ranked posets, the rankwise direct product is 
investigated. It is shown that it preserves and Peck-posets and symmetric (chain orders. 
In the second part a construction of posets from graphs is introduced. This construction results 
in symmetric chain orders for a class of graphs. Symmetric chain decomposition is given via 
rankwise direct product. 
Let us consider the following poset. Let & be lthe collection of square 
submatrices of an 12 X p1 matrix A. J# can be endowed natlarally with a parGal 
ordering, namely with the inclusion. The question is that whether this poset has 
the Spemer property or the EY rthermore, we may ask, whether 
is a symmetric hain order? T answer will be given by proving that d is the 
rankwise direct product of two olean algebras. Actuahy in Corollary 2.8 we 
shall consider a somewhat more general poset: Let X be an p2 x n x l 9 l x n 
m-dimensional “cubic” matrix, and let JV be the collection of its “ 
submatrices ordered by inclusion. Then this poset turns out to be a sy 
chain order. 
In the first part of the paper we shall introduce rankwise direct product. 
shall prove that several widely studied classes of posets are closed under our 
product. A counterexample shows that the Sperner property is not preserved by 
rankwise direct product. 
In th nd part of this paper we shall discuss a construction of poset 
graphs. construction results in symmetric chain orders for a large c 
graphs. some of these posets obtain 
explicit symmetric hain decomposition u
Throughout this paper all posets an 
include the necessary de 
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In this chapter we discuss the rankwise direct product. It will turn out to be 
useful to prove that certain posets are symmetric chain orders. 
some definitions. 
poset P is called ranked or graded, if there exists a function 
(i) r is z,ero for the minimal elements of P; 
(ii) if (z covers b in P, that is b c a and there exists no c E P with b < c < a in 
then v(a) = r(b) + 1. 
n this case r is called a rank function for P. Examples of graded posets 
und. The collections of elements of the same rank are called ranks or levek. 
(P). The rank of P, denoted by t( 
imum of ranks of elements of P. e write for a E P, 
j(P)8 for :he sake of convenience. 
The next definition is the most important in this chapter. 
([8]), Let P and Q be ranked posets with t( 
r(P) = r(Q) (mod 2). I__@? Q’ he tfte ranked poset obtained uutting 
to the top and bottom of Q, respectively. Then clear1 
e rankwise direct product of P and Q, denoted by P X, Q is the 
X '), and the ordering is componentwise. Note 
subposet of the (ordinary) direct product P x Q’. 
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(2 1) . 
Let us suppose that tznd have the property and that 
ialcs the L property, as well. 
eitman [6] proved that the property is e uivalent to the 
matching pr=operty and to the existence of a regular covering with 
maximal chains. In our case the latter is the most useful. A regular covenng of a 
poset R is a family %’ of not necessarily distinct maxima1 chains of 
every z E R occurs in I%?l/lW,(R)I of them. 
and Q be as above, and let Q’ be constructed asin ition 2.2. Let % 
ar covering of P, and 9 be that of Q. It is easy to see that the natural 
extension of chains of 9 for (2’ form a regular covering of Q’, let us denote it 
by 9’. For every pair of chains (C, D) D E W, there corresponds a max- 
imal chain of P x r Q, namely C X, mily of chains 
{Cx,D:C~V,DE~‘}formsare~ 
Indeed, let y E P X, Q9 y = (p, q) w 
(2 2) l 
and 
I(C&D:CE%, E 9’)I = ISI 19’1. (2 3) . 
know that (%(/lW,(P)J chains from % go through pp and similarly 
ains from 9’ go thrclagh q. From this it easily f~lllowa that 
chains go through y = (p, q). (2 4) . 
(2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) iogether imply that the chains defined above form a regular 
covering of P X, Q. 0 
nother important class of posets are the symmetric chain orders, introduced 
by Katorza [j;. 
a ranked poset. 
+i covers ai (i = 
order if it has a 
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e may assume without loss of generality that r(P) = r(Q). Let % be a 
symmetric hain partition of P and 9 be that of Q. For every air C E %, D E 9 
we construct a chain of P x t Q as follows. Suppose that C = {Q 1, a2, . . . , a,}, 
D = {b,, b2, e . . , 6,) and t > s. Let d = i(t - s). Then 
I( al+d, hj, (a2+d, 521, l l l ) @r--d, 0) (2 5) . 
is a chain of P X, Q, and clearly it is symmetric. Because % an are partitions, 
the chains of form (2.5) form a partition of P X, Q, hence P X, is a symmetric 
chain order. Cl 
Let X be an Bm-dimensional n x n x . . l x n “cubic” matric (array) 
and let N bk the collection of its “cubic” (k x k x l *=xk; k=O,l,...,n) 
- - z -_ .- . 
submatrices, ordered my induslon. Then jY 1s a S~KYZPM~~L - - -- n4*+ d&&t order. 
Applying the argument in Example 2.3, we can see that N is the m-times 
di::ect product of B, with itself. By induction, Theorem 2.7 can be extended to 
m-fold rankwise direct products. iI 
n.?Mmat&r A 3y 111111k chain order is ranksymmetric (1 &P)I), rank- 
unimodal (I P)( G IW,(P)I 6 l * l s IM$(P)l2 II&$+ 1 W,,,(P)I) and 
strongly-Spemer. But a ranked poset which is rank-symmetric, rank-unimodal 
anA c**nmnWGperner need not be a symmetric hain order (see example in [3]). ror*u “.I ““~‘J 
The posets with the above three properties are called Peck-posets. 
Let P and Q be Peck-posets such that P X, Q exists. Then P X, Q is 
e proof of Theorem 2.9 is similar to that of Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.6; 
we just have to apply an equivalent definition of Peck-poset, due to Stanley. 
(191). The fti&wing are equivalent for a ranked poset P: 
. . . , [fr(P)], there are I 
to (P)-i(p),~ 
disjoint saturated chains going 
contrast of the above positive results about rankwise irect product, the 
pie is a negative o 
two posets show that 
-sized antichsin, is n 
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Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
Furthermore, the above counterexample shows that if P and Q are strongly- 
Sperner, P X, Q need not be even Spemer. 
In this chapter we present a new simple construction of posets from graphs. 
Although we shall consider only connected graphs, the definitions and results can 
be easily formulated for disconnected graphs as well. 
E) be a connected gra h and Bet q&J be 
on V as an underlying set 
v + w iff d(v,, W) = d(v,, V) -I- djv, w), for U, w E V, 
where d is the usual distance function in G. e denote this poset by 
is not hard to see that the above definition is correct, t 
ordering. 
$2 A. Sali 
the first statement, t(u) = d(vO, V) works as a rank function. 
asse(P(vO, G)), then every cycle of G is of even length, because 
P(vO, 6) is ranked. (vo, G)), then t 
e E E which is not in e it is not hard 
e is contained in an odd cyc!,c. Th 
ote, that every ranked poset having a unique minimal element can be 
tained by the above construction, amely from its shall apply 
efinition 3.1 to distance regular graphs. For definit see [l]. 
. G = (V, E) is said to be distance regular, i there exist numbers 
pi such that 
((E E V: d(z, v) = i and d(z, w) =j}l =pt whenever d(v, w) = k. (3.2) 
e following raph, 
is a distance regular graph [11. The n) is the set of n-long O-l 
sequences, and two such sequences are connected by an edge iff they differ in 
exactly one position. claim that P(vO, H(2, a)) is the Boolean algebra I&. 
Indeed, we may e vC as the constant zero sequence, without loss of 
generality- %Ve c sequence as a characteristic vector of a subset of 
an n-element set finition 3.1 we get that cp s 6 as sequences, iff for 
onding subsets A and B resp., IB\AI = IBf - IAl holds, which is 
equiva!ent toA c B. 
Eln this example, the poset obtained from that particular distance regular graph 
is a symmetric chain order. urthermore, we kno,v [I] that the posets obtained 
from distance regular graph are rankunimodal. Consequently, it is natural to 
er distance regular graphs result in symmetric chain orders? 
e Johnson-graph J(n, k), is defined as follows. 
-element subsets of = (1; 2,. . . , n). 
connected by an edge, iff their intersection is of size k - 1. 
n~tu~ul nu er d and every vertex v. of Jf2d, d), 
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oset obtained from istancc regular grap c chain order. 
chains. 
. If G is a distance regular graph, and R(vo, G) is rank-symmetric, 
then P(v,-,, G) is a symmetric chain order. 
e know that P(vo.. 6) is rank-unimodal [l]. y the definition of a 
distance regular graph, P(vO, 6) is a regular poser, that is, for an element x of 
P(vO, 6) the number of elements covered by x, and covering x depends only on 
the rank of x. According to Griggs [3] a regular, rank-symmetric and rank- 
unimodal poset possesses a symmetric hain dcczqosition. E 
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